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SCIENTIST
VENKAT SWAERO IN THE USA

Dr. Venkateshwara Rao with his parents & siblings.

VICTORY A WAY OF LIFE FOR

T

VENKATESHWARA RAO

he pupils from rural setting tend to think for the low settlement in life. They don't usually think of
higher education for the fear that they are not successful. They do not even attempt to explore
the various opportunities waiting for them home and abroad. They jump to a conclusion that
they are unfit for studies beyond certain level and therefore do not even venture to attempt either for
higher education or for high profile jobs. They settle for lower level jobs and the pretext they show is
their poverty and poor financial background. The next excuse they come out with is that they are not
well versed in English.
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very good boost for higher studies as there was an excellent
academic environment. The extracurricular activities in the
college ignited his inner spirit. With all his devotion and
dedication towards studies, he enriched his knowledge at his
under-graduate level. That was not all. Apart from refining his
academic performance, he also showed his skills in NCC and
athletics for he was a good athlete. He recalls the memorable
days of his association with his good friends like Guggilam
Chandrasekhar Rao, Turumella Chirangeevi, Ganesh Kuman,
Bhaskar Raju, Manohar. He says that Murthy was his bosom
friend with whom he often shared various aspects of life.
As a keen student, he always attracted the attention of his
teachers. All his lecturers at Silver Jubilee College identified his
zeal, also his caliber and encouraged him. When teachers are
selfless, committed and impart education with a few sacrifices
miracles bound to happen. Dr. Rao perhaps is one of the
miracles made by his teachers. He says that at every stage he
maintained a good rapport with his teachers that reached him to
the pinnacle of achievements in life.

BUT, as if to disprove it for all the fainted friends from
the rural milieu, or as if to motivate and then fill
inspiration among the unenthusiastic students coming
from the unfavourable academic environment, Dr. Mala
Venkateshwar Rao, Dr. Mala V. Rao in short, an
individual from the oppressed sections, from the same
rural backdrop wishes to narrate his own tale of amazing
success. The man who is known for his generosity,
compassion for the poor and the needy is ready to
explore many things of his life. He is a man with sound
spirit and receptiveness. Now Read it for yourself and
find out how he went on chasing each one of his dreams
to reach the Everest of his education.

Later, he went for his masters degree in Biochemistry to be
pursued at the Central University of Hyderabad. It is not that
easy to get admission and also to come out successfully from
this university. Moreover, it was for the
first time that he was exposed to English
Medium. He says that he was the only
candidate in the entire class who came
from vernacular (Telugu) medium. Yet
he was never without confidence. He
firmly believed in his hard work. He
was successful in securing first class in
Post Graduation.

Dr. Mala V. Rao hails from Banavanur Village, Pattikonda
Taluq, Kurnool district. He was born to Chinna Kesanna and
Ranemma in a small hut in 1964. Soon after his birth, his parents
had to move to his mother's house at Kadivella, a village near
Mantralayam. His primary school education was done at
Kadivella.

With a resolute mind, he appeared for Entrance test in Ph.D
almost in every university where the avenues were open. He got
selected in several premier institutions. But then, he chose to go
to the Indian Institute of Sciences (IISc.) Bangalore for he knew
well how prestigious it was to pursue Ph.D from there. For
a specialized research in Biochemical Engineering and
Biotechnology, he worked under the guidance of Prof.
G. Padmanabhan till 1986. For his fervent performance in Ph.D,
he was given Prof. Giri Memorial Award.

He joined the Social Welfare Hostel at Kadivella to ease his
poor parents. But, soon the hostel was shifted to Yemmiganur.
He could effortlessly join the high school where he studied till X
Standard. At the Social Welfare Hostel, the warden whose name
is again Venkateswarlu, took a good care of him and taught the
ways of the world. Dr.Rao says that the warden helped him to
develop discipline and good manners throughout his stay.

You may be wondering how an innocent schoolboy who came
from social welfare hostel could achieve all these. "Yes, of
course," he says, "It all happened because of my strong urge
for a better settlement in life. The support from my teachers
was always there. "

Thus, he could get through SSC with flying
colours. Modestly, he says that it was the
first time in those days an SW hostel student
secure 1st division in Yemmiganur. There
was a Govt. Junior College in the same
village and he thought he should continue
his Intermediate education and by opting
Bi.P.C Group, he successfully finished it. The
only thing he knew here was hard work.

His committed work also gave him an opportunity to work for
a Post doctoral fellowship at the Pittsburgh Cancer Institute,
Dept. of Pathology. Here, he worked on "Abnormal gene
expression in B16 melanoma" a specialized study in
Biochemistry. He then moved to the Washington University
School of Medicine for another Post Doctoral Fellowship and
worked on "Nerve and Muscle Biology". Later in 1995, he

For his graduation in B.Sc.(Biochemistry), he went to
Kurnool and joined Silver Jubilee Government Degree College
which was a reputed college in the state and it is here he got a
contentmanager13@gmail.com
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The life in the Social Welfare Hostel, says Dr. Rao, "provided
me the pillars for structuring my future and my career. I'm a
blessed-one to have been educated under the shade of the
social welfare department. The scholarships from the social
welfare department stood me here. I express my gratitude to the
social welfare department for being his patron."
He is of the opinion that the wards studying in APSWREI
Society are fortunate to have a bold and dynamic secretary
like Dr. Praveen Kumar. He has a high reverence for
Dr. Praveen Kumar for his noble spirit and also for his far
sightedness.
Dr. Mala V. Rao in his brief message exhorts the students not to
blame the society, surroundings, poverty, and parentage. You
are second to none in the world. He adds, "Your constant
tenacity, hard work only fetch you the fruitful results. You are
the architect of your life and career. You must break through
the shackles and your objective should only be to find ways
and means of empowering yourselves by utilizing the
opportunities provided by Dr. R.S. Praveen Kumar and
thereby creating opportunities for others as well." Only
education can bring us out of ignorance and make us
independent thinkers and can give a better life. You're not
inferior to anyone. Go ahead with confidence and the world
would be yours. Let me tell you the secret that has led me to my
goals: my strength lies solely in my tenacity.

Dr. Venkat in Laboratory
moved to the University of California at San Diego and worked
in the Department of Neurosciences till 1999. At the University
of California San Diego (UCSD) he published very important
papers that challenged the theories on nerve and muscle. He
also published numerous papers in several American and
international journals which bought him name and fame as a
promising scientist. Currently, he is working to develop
therapies of Alzheimer's disease.
Right now, he is a Research Scientist at the Nathan S. Kline
Institute for Psychiatric Research and also an Assistant Professor
in the Dept. of Psychiatry in the New York University Medical
Centre, Mount Sinai. He owns an independent house at
Garnerville town in New York and leads a happy life with a wife
and two sons. This is not an easy achievement for a lad from an
Indian hamlet. But, he proved his mettle.

Dear Swaeoroes this is the poignant story of Mr. Mala V. Rao, a
rural ward who turned out to be a New York based Scientist.
Would you not like to take a leaf out his life?

He says that the real architects of his dreams were his mentors.
His character and personality were nurtured and moulded
by august masters like Lokanatham, Aasheervadamma,
Venkataramaiah, K.V.Satyam. Mr. Jaffer, his Science Teacher,
inculcated scientific temper in him and influenced him a lot.
At Silver Jubilee College his mentors were Narasimhaiah,
Ramanaiah, Appaji Rao and Appa Rao. He salutes all his
mentors at every point and admits that he can never ever
forget their generous support and guidance.
Venkat's house in Hyderabad

Composed by
Dr. J. Rangaswamy
J.L. in English, Chinnatekur
Kurnool district.
Venkat visits his SW Hostel when he came to India

contentmanager13@gmail.com
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Aspiring Child, Inspiring Parents
"Parents are the first teachers and teachers are the second parents"

S

hanigarapu Swamy and Anjali are not that poor. Of course, Swamy got out of the troubles by dint of his
hardwork. He can afford private education for his kid Bhargavi who is studying in in IX Standard at
APSWRS/JC, Garrepally in Karimnagar. Yet, he believes that the APSWR institutions are the best for there is
concern for wards and promote both education and culture. He who conducts motivation classes to the employees
in his firm for the best business targets, also wishes to extend his support to serve the downtrodden wards.
And, Bhargavi who is blessed with the gift of gab, lags behind in nothing. She is bold enough to set up an organization
for the abandoned and hapless female babies.
The following is an interview conducted with the aspiring child and the inspiring parents.
Dear parents, welcome to this interview. First of all,
please let us know briefly about you
Good morning sir, I'm Shanigarapu Swami and this is my wife,
Anjali, a homemaker. I'm a graduate and Sr. Inspector working
for a reputed 'Unique Co-operative Society Ltd.' a private
company that deals in Realty, Recurring Deposits and Life
Insurance Schemes. I conduct counseling classes to our
employees motivating them for the best targets. I have two
lovely kids. My daughter, Bhargavi, evidently, is studying in IX
Standard in APSWRS / Jr.College, Garrepally. My son, Dhanush
is in VII Standard looking for admission into COE, Karimnagar.
What prompted you to admit your child here? What would
you say about her studies?
I know the Society schools are working for the benefit of the
weaker sections of the Society. Though my finances to some
extent allow me to go for private schools, I've no good opinion
about the way they function. There are no qualified teachers
and no concern for children in private schools. I think the Social
welfare institutions are the best in everything. Both education
and culture are taught here. I also motivate my children on a par
with her teachers. As parents, we are quite happy about our
daughter's progress in studies.
You are well aware of the reformations in the Society institutions.
What are your reflections?

You seemed to take an active role in the "Parents First"
meeting in Karimnagar. What was your feeling?

I am surprised at the pace of reforms being taken up in the
Society. I wish I were part and parcel of the reforms. I strongly
feel that the Secretary is doing yeoman service to the weaker
sections. He is not working like an individual; he himself has
become an institution doing pioneering work for benefit of the
underprivileged. If the leader is strong, all the other things take
their own course.

As a parent I felt extremely happy. It was quite interesting to see
the parents, the teachers and the Secretary come together on to a
single platform. Counseling for the parents is the need of the
hour. Since a large number of parents were present, the meeting
was a big success. Students, parents and teachers as in a triangle
need to maintain a good communication. Parents' role is
equally important for the overall development of a child. Given
an opportunity, I would also like to take part in motivating
students.
contentmanager13@gmail.com
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Being a business motivator, I know how to tap her skills in
education. I think teachers and parents together can do
wonders. I'm guiding her for the best of education and through
the APSWREI Society she should secure a state rank. She is also
inspired by the Secretary. Fortunately, I am getting full support
from the Principal, Vice-Principal and teachers here.

inmates. It sharpens my presentation skills and my leadership
qualities are well elevated through this programme. I'm always
in the front row in the extra-curricular activities. In the game of
Chess, I bagged I prize at the district competitions. In IGNITE2013 Essay-Writing competitions, I stood first in the district. In
'WHY-HOW' competitions, I was held in the second place.

Now dear Bhargavi, how is your life in the APSWRS?

Congrats. Who is your idol? What is your ambition in life?

I feel delighted to be a student of APSWS. I've been studying
here since my V Standard. I stand first in my class. I get support
from all quarters. Apart from concentrating on my studies, I wish
to be an active participant in the extra-curricular activities
too. In the recent Alumni meeting in Karimnagar, I got an
opportunity to use my spoken skills in English. I feel it was made
possible because of the continuous participation in the E-Plus
club. All my friends are amused to listen to me in the E-Plus club.

My father is my idol. My mother's affection is unimaginable.
My brother Dhanush is inspired by me. They motivate me as
much as my teachers and my friends do. Now, I'm also helping
my brother to get into COE, Karimnagar. My ambition is to
become an IAS officer. But before that, I would like to start an
organization to help the girls abandoned by merciless parents.
That's all.
Thank you parents and thank you Bhargavi and May God
be with you in bold and dynamic future endeavour.

What other things in the school interest you?

Interviewed by
Thummuri Sharath Babu, PGT(Eng)
APSWRS/Jr.College, Elkathurthy, Karimnagar dist.

Voice for girls is awesome. It tremendously boosts the
confidence levels of girls. I was chosen as a SAKHI to train my

contentmanager13@gmail.com
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IGNITE Fest Winners

T

he 'Golconda Warriors', and the 'Kakatiya Kings' demonstrated an impressive performance in the IGNITE
2014 competitions, sometimes with a bit of luck. But on the whole, they were progressive though out the
race. Thus the Golconda Warriors (6th Zone) were crowned as the 'Over-all Champions'; and, the Kakatiya
Kings (5th Zone) sailed smoothly to secure the "Ambedkar Youth Parliament" trophy.
Why not read the fine feelings of some of the contestants !

Quiz for Juniors – 1st prize
goes to Zone – V

Quiz for Seniors- 1st prize
bagged by Zone VI

K. Ramya, 8th class,
Palakurthi, Warangal dist.

M. Abhilash, 2nd MPC, Gowlidoddi, RR dist.
“According to me, it was an electrifying triumph for us. We
proved far more competitive. The three of us Rajeev, Prashanth,
and me hail from the same school, i.e. CoE, Karimnagar. We
form a superior combination. We’re faithful friends and the
three of us wish to attempt ‘Civils’. It’s difficult for anyone to
beat us.”

"I can't express my joy in words. I led my team with fine
preparation for the contest. We were able to easily lead with ten
points more than our counterparts. As a result we could seal the
shield, a certificate each, and Rs.9000 which we three shared."
B. Hyma, 8th class,
Palakurthi, Warangal dist.

N. Rajeev, 2nd MPC, Gowlidoddi, RR dist.
“We were in great form. We commanded the position
throughout. We’ve won the combat with a difference of 45 points
over our counterparts of the 1st zone. Thus we secured Rs.5000
each, a shield, and a certificate. All three of us have deposited the
amounts in our accounts. The prize is very dear to us!”

"I'm eagerly looking forward for another such contest. My zonal
officer, teachers, and students are quite proud of us for elevating
the Zone. I have deposited the amount I got with my teacher,
which I will give to my parents after I go home. Ramya, my
favourite friend routed each round that kept us in lead right from
the beginning."

M. Prashanth, 2nd MPC, Gowlidoddi, RR dist.

th

Ch. Bhoomika, 7 class,
SWRS, Palakurthi, Warangal dist.

“It was a straight and effortless win for us. It was a sweet feel. We
posed a competitive total for the opponents. The 1st zone
friends were sportive. They congratulated us on the win. The
regular reading habits helped us to outshine in the opponents.
Most of the questions posed were on logic, GK, and from the
school syllabi with which we were thorough. We Swaeroes
wish to encounter students of corporate colleges. One then, our
worth will be realized.”

"What a thrill it was gaining first place, beating our opponents
so easily. It was a dramatic victory for Warangal dist. Our home
supporters were stunned at the win. Receiving the prize from
the hands of great DGP is much more thrilling. It's all an
unforgettable experience."
contentmanager13@gmail.com
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Debate for Juniors – 1st prize has
been taken by Zone-VI

st

Debate for Seniors – 1 prize has
been lifted by Zone-V

A. Srinitha Kumari, 8th class,
SWRS, Tadwai, Nizamabad dist.

Ch. Navitha, 9th class,
SWRS, Baddenapalli, Karimnagar dist.

"I was sure of winning the debate prize. It was my confidence.
We dominated the show right from the beginning to earn the
award which consisted of a shield, a certificate, and Rs.3000 as
prize money. I will buy some books with it. We could beat the
opponents easily."

"This is my debut in state-level contest. I consider this as a great
achievement. I'm fortunate to receive Rs.5000 as prize money
from the hands of the DGP. My principal, teachers, and my
friends are quite proud of it. Most of them have become my fans
now."

B. Srividya, 8th class,
Dindi, Nalgonda dist.

S. Jyosthan, 10th class,
SWRS, CoE, Karimnagar dist.

"It's my first participation at the state level contests. I'm
extremely excited for clinching the 1st prize for my zone. After I
won the prize and returned to the school, my teachers and
friends received me with the band as if I had returned after a big
conquest. It looked like a big ceremony. It made me little
uncomfortable. But my mother was very proud. I've earned
Rs.6000 this year through these IGNITE contests."

"Navitha, Vydehi, and me from Karimnagar form the team for
Debate contest. We had fine understanding among ourselves.
We rallied forth from a weak position to romp over a win. I
didn't realize that I have such a fine talent in me. It's a great
experience. It's all the guidance of our teachers that enabled us
to beat the opponents."
V. Vydehi, 9th class,
SWRS, Garepalli, Karimnagar dist.

K. Pranay, 9th class,
SWRS, Ibrahimpatnam, RR dist.

"This is my first attempt. Actually I'm a poor speaker, and also a
timid girl due to shyness and stage fear. It's my other two
partners that built the innings. My father, who is a tailor advised
me to take National Savings Certificate for the prize money
(Rs.5000) that I received from the precious hands of the great
DGP."

"I was not quite comfortable amidst girl-partners in the
beginning. The girls are so imperious, you see! But as the
contest continued, I was at ease. The entire IGNITE
competitions was like a grand festival. I enjoyed the atmosphere
more that the contest. It was an eccentric debate, trying to find
ways and means of subduing the rival group."

contentmanager13@gmail.com
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A HAPPY TEACHER
There are adequate opportunities for women teachers today in APSWREIS but to be successful and to carve a
niche, one has to be ready to do multi-tasks. Smt. S. Sunitha, TGT of Social Studies presently working in SWRS,
RK puram, Hyderabad, puts in her best besides the role of a wife, and a mother. She neglects neither of her
responsibilities. All said and done brings her a sense of satisfaction, pride, honour, and of course a big Award.
She loves her profession of teaching, enjoys it to the brim, and thanks the authorities for recognizing it.

H

i Sunitha … hearty congratulations for receiving the
'State Best Teacher Award' of APSWREIS for the year
2013-14.

Thank you madam. I'm grateful to the APSWREIS for
recognizing and honouring me with the award. I share it with all
my colleagues and the students.

Could you please tell us about your nativity?
I was born and brought up at Hyderabad. My father is a
draftsman in 'Survey of India', and my mother takes care of the
house. I have two sisters, and a brother. They are well educated
and are in service. My husband, Mr. S. Srinivasa Kumar works as
a Lecturer in Govt. Jr. College, Bhongir.
Could you brief about your education?
I studied in Kendriya Vidyalaya, Uppal till Higher Secondary;
B.A. in Women's College, Koti; M.A. in Arts College, Osmania
University; B.Ed. from Bharatiyar University, Coimbatore.
What inspired you to become a teacher?
Miss. Medha, Social Studies teacher of Kendria Vidhyalayam,
(Uppal, Circle-01, Hyderabad) was my inspiration. It was her
noble nature that stimulated my spirit to become a teacher. I set
it as my only goal, and achieved it.
Why did you prefer to join the APSWREIS Institutions?

Sunitha with her colleagues
contentmanager13@gmail.com
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I make my teaching more innovative with what I've learnt in
various orientations. One such is the 'Reading-Wise' teaching
method. There are several other teaching techniques that I adapt
to with experience. The means and the end go hand-in-hand
with me.
What are the credentials that fetched you the 'State Best
Teacher's award in TGT category?

It's my innovative teaching skills; commitment and
dedication; sincere hardwork; punctuality; love for
the students, etc. which have been found in me by
my authorities.

wasn't the place for me to work. So I waited for a suitable one,
and found one in APSWREIS in 2003 which is secure, worth and
a place for dedicated service. These poor swaeroes are in real
need of committed staff that could lead them in to cosmos.
I think I've come to the right place.
Any regrets for having become a teacher today?
Never. On the contrary, I'm quite pleased with the profession.
Had I attempted, perhaps I would have entered into some other
career, which I'm sure, wouldn't have given me as much
happiness and satisfaction as this! I never repent for having
become a teacher, believe me. Believe it or not, "I love to be a
teacher."

What are your strengths and weaknesses?

Why do you love this profession so intensely?

I introspect often and find no weakness in me. With
regard to strengths … yes, there are numerous of them.
The foremost is as I have told before – I love my students,
and it makes me do anything good for their welfare.

Basically, I care for children. I believe that it is the teacher that
moulds them to be good bricks. And so teacher's profession is
absolutely one that renders a valuable service to the society. It is
said "Today's children are tomorrow's citizens". One ought to
realize the intensity involved in this truism.

The other aspects are: I've a "C" certificate of NCC;
1st prizes in Science fairs held at district level, zonal
level, and at the South India level (an internship
award at Haveri).

How special is your commitment in the field?

I devote any amount of time and effort to succeed in
any activity/participation.

As a teacher of Social Welfare residential schools, I embrace
three roles – teacher, parent, and friend. As a teacher, I educate
them; as a parent, I take care of them; and, as a friend, I stick to
them.

I also do a bit of community service to Ramakrishna
Matt (in Hyderabad), and to Matha-Pitha organization
of Nallakanchi (RR dist) by contributing a part of my
earnings. Above all these, I emulate everything that's
valuable, even if it's from a child.
How did you feel on receiving such awards?
Of course, it's a great achievement but I regard my
job as a continuity and not an end.
Have you any message for your colleagues?
Each teacher knows his responsibilities. Just discharge
them as one is supposed to. Remember that you are
accountable to your conscience.
- Dr. K.F. Reddy

contentmanager13@gmail.com
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r, IPS

uma

Katuri College of Nursing
Chinakondrupadu, Guntur dist.
15th February 2014

Dear
Secretary
en K

rave
To
.S. P
Dr. R

Respectable sir,
I'm Ravela Suseela, a Swaero. I work as Asst. Professor in the Katuri College of Nursing in Guntur dist.
I salute you for coining the term 'SWAERO', especially! It's significant in the sense that it notifies our subsistence and worth.
th

I had studied in APSWR School, RK puram, Sattenapalli, Guntur dist. from 6 class to Intermediate during the years 1996 to
2002. Later I joined Govt. college of Nursing in Vizag for B.Sc., and the Govt. college of Nursing, Hyderabad for M.Sc. I'm really
proud of having studied in SWR school, and am more proud for being a Swaero.
I happened to attend "SWAEROES' Meeting" held at the ZP Hall, and the "Parents' First Meeting" at Brahmanadareddi stadium
in Guntur. I was highly impressed and inspired by your scintillating speech. It was truly touching and moving the entire audience.
As a student of SWR School, I never knew the existence of either APSWREIS or its Secretary. The only authority we knew was the
Principal of the school. We were all kept in darkness.
Sir, you are really doing a wonderful job by raising the standards of the underprivileged students, when each officer thinks of
himself and his family alone. None thought of us in the past so tenderly. You are sacrificing all your comforts and conveniences for
the service of the SC community is evident from the talk of the public and the media. We Swaeroes would stand beside you and
follow you in every step that you march, considering you as the second Ambedkar.
Most of our girl students suffer from financial stringencies. The parents are not in a position to think of their children's betterment
due to ignorance and illiteracy. So, if you engage some of our swaeroes who are in the 'Nursing' field, we can contribute our part by
enlightening and motivating the present students with the opportunities amply available in the sector.

Yours truly
R. Suseela Swaero,
9676972604/9492181796.

contentmanager13@gmail.com
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APSWRS/JC, Asifabad, Adilabad dt.
Date: 2nd February 2014

r, IPS

uma

Dear
Secretary
K
veen

ra
To
.S. P
Dr. R

Respectable sir,
Your interview on Mana TV with the three gentlemen –
rd
Sri. Gragarin, Sri. Balaramnaik, and Sri. On 23 January
leaves an indelible impression on our swaeroes.
The narration of their persistence despite several hurdles
with the only goal in mind is truly inspirational. Their
commitment, dedication, and hardwork testify the validity
of 'SWAEROES TEN COMMANDMENTS'.
Our children and me too are honestly impressed by the
determination of Balramnaik. I congratulate Balramnaik
from the depth of my heart. His success story instills
confidence and belief that nothing is impossible, if only one
has the will.
We thank you particularly for projecting them to us on Mana
TV. I had witnessed the 'calm after storm' among the
students at the end of the show.

Mr. G. Suryanarayana,
RT (Bio. Sci.)
Why I like E + Clubs
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

It’s an activity
It improves my English language
It makes me an eloquent speaker
It makes me think and express my views freely
It banishes stage fear and boosts confidence in me
It enhances my general knowledge
It assists me in innovation and exploration
It augments my reading habits
It fetches me good reputation and makes me a leader
It paves way for a better job opportunities
It prepares me to clear interviews successfully
It moulds me as a graceful Master of Ceremony
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P. Shravya, 9th class
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A NEW OPPORTUNITY FOR PEDDIRAJU
entrance test for Aptitude is followed by an interview for
approximately 1.7 lakh students in this KVPY which is held in
37 centres across the country on the last Sunday of October.
Peddiraju earns a prestigious and lucrative scholarship in this
Kishore Vaignanic Puraskar Yojana (KVPY), securing 44th rank
in SC/ST category. Prompted by his mentors at the IIT coaching
college, he appeared for a written examination conducted by
KVPY in the month of October. As he stood qualified, he was
called for an interview to Bangalore. Being inherently bright
and brilliant, he proved his mettle there and was conferred
KVPY scholarship under the Empowerment Initiative Program
by the Dept. of Science and Technology, Govt. of India.
Such a success is noteworthy in the sense that Peddiraju who
lost his father at an early age, realizes tenderly that he has to do
something worthwhile rather than crumble in distress.
"Great is the misery that my mother had endured over the
untimely death of my father. I mollify her often assuring her a
better future. I stand indebted to all my lecturers over and
above for this first step of success. It's their constant care and
guidance that rely on", erupts Peddiraju emotionally.

B

andaru Peddi Raju is a student of SWR Jr. college,
Gowlidoddi, Rangareddi dist. that provides
special coaching for EAMCET, IIT, NIT, etc. He's
now in his BPC first year. He hails from Venkatareddi
village, Ananthapur dist. Peddiraju, when in 8th class lost
his father, Mr. Narayana, who was handicapped due to
improper diagnosis. This distressful incident has left a
deep blotch on his memory. Being the only son of his
mother, Ms. Obulamma who subsists merely on daily
wages, yearns to support her mother at least in her old age,
by being a swot.

Peddiraju is the first student of APSWREIS getting this
prestigious fellowship from the Govt. of India which is Rs.4000
p.m and Rs.16,000 p.a as contingence. He is also eligible for
various integrated Post Graduate courses in the institutions like
IISER (Indian Institute for Science and Education and Research),
IIS (Indian Institute for Science, Bangalore), IIIT, Hyderabad,
HCU, Hyderabad.
"This fact symbolizes the academic strength of the staff and
students which goes a long long way, and also an indication
that Swaeroes in no way are less than those that claim to be
excellent, as has been proved by our Peddiraju," mentions the
principal of the college, Ms. Roopadevi.

Having had free, formal, and firm education from 6th to 10th
classes in SWRS, B pappur of Ananthapur dist., an ineffable
Peddiraju says, "I have found an easy channel to accomplish
my dream through which I can support my mother, and my
only sister as the responsibility lies over my shoulders in the
absence of my father. APSWREIS is now the source of my
future. I depend on its teachers for a better life. I don't wish to
go home even for my vacation. I want to stay back in the
college and prepare thoroughly for EAMCET as my goal is to
study Pharmaceutical sciences."

The event of victory has been celebrated at the institution in a
sober mood as congratulations and greetings poured in plenty,
especially from its Secretary, Dr. R.S. Praveen Kumar, IPS.
- Dr. K.F. Reddy

Peddiraju, straight and sharp, further mentions that he sees two
things ingrained in him – courage and conviction. Earnest and
elegant, Peddiraju hugs the new opportunity that has come his
way with all bliss. What's it? It's worth paying attention!
KVPY is a program initiated by the Department of Science and
Technology, Govt. of India to identify and attract bright young
students to a Research Career in Science. This program was
started in 1998 and is now in its 15th operation. Every year an
contentmanager13@gmail.com

Peddiraju amidst his teachers
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Peddiraju in his college

Secretary congratulates Peddiraju

Source: Sakshi
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A BEFITTING FAREWELL
Raymond is a rarity possessing special skills in formulating plans
Raymond is a treasure trove of knowledge that flows perennially
Raymond is a mine and miraculous mind worth millions of pounds
Raymond is a bond abound with abundant concern for the bereft
Raymond is a 'diamond' with infinite inherent 'unique' qualities!!
"Raymond is a workaholic beaut", seems to have said they all.
The versatile Principal Secretary, Sri. Raymond Peter, IAS who
has been shifted from the Social Welfare sector to the Rural
Development has been bid a most affectionate and loving
farewell on Saturday by his colleagues and subjects. He was
bestowed with bouquets filled with racemes and roses that
radiated their admiration for the bureaucrat.
Parting is quite painful after afour-year belongingness.
The Heads of each department eulogized him as the 'messiah of
the poor' as he had lead the SW ministry from regress to progress
with his robust and resurging mechanism, and by streamlining
the system that was in chaos. Above all, he's the person that
tamed the belligerent and clamorous crowds by showing them
the door to development.
Sri. S S Rawath, IAS who has taken over the mantle from the
erstwhile Officer admired him for his sterling '3 Cs' – Character,
Commitment, and Clarity, the parameters of his effective
governance.
Sri. J. Raymond Peter, overwhelmed with the affectionate farewell
of his colleagues, spoke this time, without wit, as is unusual of
him. He first went on to offer his personal thanks to his spouse,

who sat in composure, for her silent support for his stunning
success. He then mentioned that he did what was expected
of him, sometimes ferociously and aggressively, for the
benefit of the downtrodden. While acknowledging the
great tribute and recognition of his values and virtues for the
ministry, he adds that he cherishes the move for three
reasons – the long happy journey, the able successor, and
the 'sea-change' in everyone's attitude.
He expressed his elation at the manner in which Secretary,
Dr. Praveen, IPS runs the APSWREIS and its schools, giving
him relief.
"The Ministry today exhibits a ray of hope to the poor with
full of funds and technology", described the administrator
with delight. He also recollected the Swaeroes' trek to
Himalayas which is bound to create a record and broadcast,
before concluding his sagacious speech.
Sri. Raymond sir, we, the Swaeroes of APSWREIS fare you
well, hoping that you will be beside us in all our
endeavours, despite your transfer. Dr. R.S. Praveen Swaero,
IPS in his impeccable compere thanked the former ViceChairman profusely for all the favours that he had bestowed
upon the APSWREIS.
-Dr. K.F. Reddy

Dr. Santhosh Kumar, J.S. offers a bouquet to Raymond Peter, on behalf of APSWREIS

contentmanager13@gmail.com
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Secretary of APSWREIS welcomes the new Vice Chairman with a bouquet

MOST WELCOME

The gathering also extended its affable welcome to the new Secretary, Sri. Shamsheer Singh Rawat, IAS who took over the
charge from the hitherto Principal Secretary, Sri. J. Raymond Peter, IAS who has been transferred to the Rural Development.
Sri. S S Rawat was born on 20th December 1969, and his place of domicile is Uttar Pradesh. He is a graduate with Geography,
and belongs to the 1992 IAS batch. He has a long experience serving the AP state in various cadres since 1995. He had
rendered valuable services to the people of Khamman, Nellore for about five years; and, as Collector of Chittor district for five
long years. He also served the state as Appellate Assistant Commissioner, Project Director, CEO, Additional Commissioner,
Deputy Commissioner of Commercial Taxes, and as Special Secretary to CM before assuming the present chair.
Sri. Raymond Peter, in his speech recollected the help of Sri. Rawat to the SW ministry, as the Special Secretary to CM.
He expressed his satisfaction in handing over the charge to this new and able officer, as Sri. Rawat is a man of understanding the
needs of the poor.
Sri S S Rawat, IAS is of a mild nature, benign and benevolent; competent and compassionate. The bereft sections of the society
will certainly find their grace in the S.W. ministry under the skilled direction of the new administrator, consolidated by the
parting Peter, IAS.
Sri. Rawat sir, the 170,000 Swaeroes and 5000 teachers working in 300 residential schools greet and welcome you very
affectionately and amiably with hands stretched as the Vice-Chairman of the APSWREI Society. We hope to see you soon in all
our stupendous activities.
-Dr. K.F. Reddy

Raymond Peter, Principal Secretary addresses the gathering

contentmanager13@gmail.com

Change of Guard
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super students

BONANZA

(Juniors)

arn as you Learn teaching sessions of Swaeroes over Mana TV is carried on by the juniors as the seniors are busy
writing their final exams. The Junior Swaeroes prove that they are no less than their elders. They juggle perfectly before
the camera, care not whether right or wrong, accomplish the task like little cherubs, meet their parent swaero in his
chambers which is a rare chance, pose for a photograph with a smile, carry the cash, and travel back home on cloud nine. The
legacy seeded by their classic Secretary doesn’t wane anymore. How nice the custom continues ! Listen to the pleasant-spirited
junior swaeroes yourselves …

It was an honor to present the lesson on MANA TV. I felt very
happy that my parents had watched live programme in my school.
It's a great experience teaching on MANA TV which helped me to
gain confidence to speak in front of camera for the first time. I
could clarify the doubts posed by the students quite easily. "EARN
WHILE YOU LEARN" has motivated me to win a cash award of
Rs.750, and a certificate from our Joint Secretary, Dr. P. Santosh
kumar. I thank the Society for giving me this opportunity."

"I deem it a privilege to be a part of Mana TV 'Super Students
Juniors Teaching' session. It helped me a lot in exploring all
the relevant text as I have a passion for teaching. I dedicate
this credit to all who encouraged me and made this day a
memorable one in my life."
P. Shila Kumari
VIII class, SWRS, Kammadanam, Mahaboobnagar dist.

A. SRINITHA, VIII class, TADWAI, NIZAMABAD dist.

“Going all the way to Hyderabad to teach on Mana TV as a
Super Student is memorable incident in my life. I handled the
topic ‘2D & 3D shapes’ in Mathematics. I am one of the
Teacher Assistants in my section. It helped me to face the
camera and respond the questions without much trouble. I
want to become a good teacher in my life. I will definitely
reach my goal and work as a Maths teacher in our Society. It’s
my ambition.”

“I felt as though I was on cloud nine as I entered the campus of
MANA TV. This is an unexpected opportunity which I never
dreamt of. I came to know how to teach a lesson effectively to
all my friends. It was a wonderful experience facing the
camera. It is also a memorable day in my life. This Super
Student participation has renewed my talent and energy, I can
say. It will certainly add success to my life.”
P. Sneha,
VIII Class, APSWRMS/JC (G), Mahendra Hills
contentmanager13@gmail.com

S. Likhitha swaero,
7th class, SWRS, Mattampalli, Nalgonda dist.
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SUPER STUDENTS
schedule for the month
of March, 2014
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AN OVERSEAS SWAERO

H

umility in victory is a rare virtue. This is manifested at its best in the gentle behavior of Mr.Nasina Sudheer, a
vibrant alumnus of the APSWREI Society schools. He is currently working for CA Technologies, UAE, a
Senior QA Analyst. As an interviewer on behalf of the SWAEROES journal, I chanced upon to meet him at
the Society Head Office and the following is the essence of my brief encounter with Mr. Sudheer.
Mr.Sudheer came to the interview desk folding both his hands in the traditional Namasthe. At the very appearance,
you find that he is a man of fair complexion, with the stiffness of an athlete of above average height. His cheerful
disposition, sincere smile inherently talks about his great respect for teaching community. His keen eyes reflected
interest and enthusiasm in being interviewed. His gait was graceful and his countenance was gracious. As a teacher of
APSWREIS for the last 24 years, I have felt very proud of him.
language notes and revision had been my vocation and
avocation at that time.
Your narration is quite amusing and I should appreciate you
for your efforts in language learning. And I learnt that you
possess two Post Graduate Degrees, is it so?

Sudheer, could you narrate your successful journey from
Naidupet (Nellore) to Dubai (UAE).
I studied in APSWR Schools, Muthukuru and Chillakuru of
Nellore district where I had my Upper-Primary and Secondary
education during 1993-2000. It was there that I received a solid
foundation. I witnessed worthy teachers there.
What about your Intermediate Education?
Subsequently, I pursued my Intermediate education in
APSWRS/JC, Naidupet during 2000-2002 with MPC in Telugu
medium. Though I was a mediocre in my studies at the
beginning of I year, I didn't lose my nerves. A few lecturers like
Mr.BhaskaraReddy (Physics), Mr.Hari Prasad (Maths) and
Mr.Venkateswara Rao (PD) had been my mentors and guides.
Their contribution was immense and multifold and that paved
the way for my brilliant career in the later part of my education.

Yeah! First of all, with great enthusiasm, I did my M.C.A
from Holy Mary University of Technology (Affiliated to
Osmania University), Hyderabad during 2006-2009 and
secured 82%. But still my quest for further education made me
go for another Post Graduation Course. Gauging my mood, my
mother supported my idea and was ready to send me to the U.K
to pursue M.B.A. I should say, those moments were momentous
in my life. My mother was equally judicious in choosing and
shaping my career and it is that which helped to reach great
heights. She's special! How fortunate I am! By 2009 I completed
M.B.A with 66% from the University of Wales, Lampeter, the
United Kingdom.
Then did you start your trials for a job?
Soon, my mind oscillated between 'Business' and
'Software Assignments'. In the end, I made up my mind to
become software professional. Then, poured in the
opportunities one after another. Now I am comfortably placed
in the UAE with a salary of 39 lakhs per annum working
currently for the prestigious Gulftallent.com (London) with its
central office in Dubai.
Your success story will definitely become an inspirational one

What about the rest of your education?
I am coming to that (Instantly, he took a pause seeming to
pick out a few leaves from his memoirs and then he proceeded).
Confusion prevailed in my mind for about a couple of weeks
about my next move. Under the able guidance of my parents,
I chose to go for B.Sc (Computer Science) instead of B.Tech.
and joined Jagan's Degree College, Nellore. No trials and
tribulations thereafter. I could secure 78% of marks in my B.Sc.
It was here that I realized the importance of English. To
supplement my language needs I made it a point to burn the
midnight oil. Reading, referring to dictionary, preparing my
contentmanager13@gmail.com
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to our present students in the Society Schools. How did your
parents and teachers contribute to your remarkable success?

Is there anything else that you would like to convey to the
student readers of the SWAROES journal?

My parents have been a source of immense support and
encouragement throughout. My mother is incidentally our
Society employee working as a Superintendent in APSWRS/JC,
Sangam, Nellore Dist. She has been my excellent role-model
for her integrity, commitment and dedication to her work. As
regards my teachers, I owe them for everything I am now and
for everything I have now. I deem them as my living Gods.

Believe in yourself first and then in God and Scriptures.
"Take up a goal, think of it, and work for it. Let the brain,
muscles, nerves, every part of your body strive to attain your
goal". These are the greatest words of Swami Vivekananda and
our students must not forget these golden words.

What about your siblings?
I have a sister - Miss. Praveena. She is also an alumnus
of our Society. She had her education at APSWERS/JC (G),
Muthukuru, in Nellore district up to her Intermediate. Owing to
the standards maintained in our institutions, she proved herself as
a meritorious student. She is now a Software professional
working for the CA Technologies as a Senior Analyst in
Hyderabad. We consider APSWREIS as our benefactor. We
owe our gratitude to it.

Thank you my dear Sudheer for sparing your time, sharing
your views, and throwing some enlightenment. I'm sure that
your views will be progressive. I wish you a bright and prosperous
job career. Good luck to you and your family members.
(He signed off with a gentle disposition. As his mother
works in one of our schools, I also met her, and here her
testimonial of our her two children).

*****************************
Sudheer's Mother's Testimonial

What is your piece of advice to the students of our schools?
Our students must understand that the term impossible
itself comprises the words I'M Possible. Success is a journey,
not a destination. It cannot be realized at a stretch. First set your
life's ambition and start working hard with the guidance of the
teachers. Build good rapport with them without whose honest
endeavours, you cannot be successful in your life.
Fortunately, the APSWREIS is ready to extend its helping
hand to the ambitious and meritorious students. I think it is for
the first time in the history of the APSWREI Society that a plethora
of opportunities is available for the pupils who stand on the lower
rung of economic ladder. The students should make most of the
opportunities coming their way through the Society.

"I began my career as a Typist in SWRS, Chillakur, Nellore dist in
1984. My two children studied in a missionary school till
4th standard. It was expensive. Then the idea of admitting them in
our SWRS struck me as I noticed it no less in any aspect, and
more over, it was free. Both my children studied till 12th class.
They blossomed well. My decision was right.

Have you recently visited any of our institutions? What are
your observations? What do you advise our SWAROES?
Yes, I have been to a few institutions, I am proud of the
present condition of our institutions. "More precautions, better
comforts and best ducation" is what I have observed in these
institutions at present. These institutions have been a boon to
the aspirants from the marginalized sections of the state. No
teacher in these schools is parochial or perfunctory but ever
ready to serve the pupils whole heartedly.

Sudheer had a clear goal and my husband supported him. I
counseled him constantly. We didn't hesitate in sending him to the
UK for higher education. He acquired a distinction in MBA and
sought for jobs. His very first attempt was a great success. He's now
paid handsomely by GULF TALENT, Dubai.
My daughter Praveen too completed her B.Tech. and MCA, and
works for CA Technologies in Hyd. Thus my two children are
settled well in life.

'SWAEREOS Ten Commandments' is quite impressive. They
are the life changing sentences. Likewise I have come to know
that the Secretary is conducting and organizing many activities
that will elicit the innate talents of the students.

I owe their success undoubtedly to the SWR schools, is my true
testimonial.
I'm proud of my children. They are very dear to me. What else do I
need?

Our SWAROES must be ready to come forward and
contribute heavily to the upliftment of the meritorious students
too when they are settled. They must sit together and plan the
modalities of the service to be rendered by them in the future.
We need Helping Hands more than the Praying Lips. An ounce
of practice is worth more than thousand tonnes of big talk. Now
our schools are real centers of excellence in the field of
education when compared to the other residential schools.
contentmanager13@gmail.com

Interviewer
T. Lakshmi Srinivas, PGT English
APSWRS/Jr.College (boys)
Krishnaraopalem, Krishna District.
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THE TALE OF A LADY SWAERO
WHO FOUGHT AGAINST THE FATE

Adventure
Service
Sacrifice

I

f an adventure is made by a young man, it is not
big news, if an adventure is made by young a
woman; still it is not big news. But if an
adventure is made by a hapless lady, who is
unfortunately physically disable, it should definitely
hit the headlines. Whether one likes to call it an
adventure or not, the lady we talk about here and
the life she leads at present definitely reminds you
of an adventurous story. And it is also a story with
some difference. It would be apt to call it a story of
indifference. The indifference of her own parents
towards the girl at tender further cripples her mind
and touches the heart of everyone.

With all the physical fitness, when most people lack
the mental stamina and think of only a government job to
eke out livelihood, the story of Ms V. Sujatha will
definitely amaze us with her will-power. It inspires many
jobless educated youngsters to create opportunities for
themselves as well as for many others.
V. Sujatha is a native of A.S. Pet in Nellore district. She
belongs to a poor family. She was the third child of her parents.
contentmanager13@gmail.com

She was paralyzed with polio at the very tender age. She had to
walk with the help of a single stick. She says that her disability
did not bother her as much as the indifference shown to her by
parents. In her own words she says, "My parents deemed me as
an inauspicious child because of prevailing dire poverty. I was
deprived of proper parental care whenever I badly required it
from them." However, she showed a lot of interest in her
studies. Her elementary education was done in a primary
school at Athmakur, ten kilometers away from her village.
As she grew up, she searched for a respite for her crippled
childhood. Not being able to face the infelicitous
circumstances, she wished to be away from home and at her
disposal was the APSWRS at Dakkali town which was eighty
kilometers away from her native place. She got admission there
in VIII Standard and continued her studies as boarder. Soon she
started showing her performance in the school. She was always
the best student in the class. She got first class and passed out
with 65% of marks in SSC in the year 1997. She also stood first
in the school. She says, "Ms. Subhashini madam encouraged me
in every possible way and supported me financially.
Ms. Berna madam has always been a great support to me financially,
spiritually and morally. Ms. Berna has been my role-model."
In the same institution, she continued her Intermediate
education and opted for Bi.P.C. and again passed in first class.
Later she went to DKW College in Nellore district head quarters
22
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and joined B.Sc. BZC. But due t lack of moral support and
financial problems, she had to discontinue her studies here.
The physical disability on one side and the lack of moral and
financial support from parents distressed me like never before.
I thought I would never come out of my distress. But exactly, at
this moment, she says a miracle happened in her and she could
visualize Jesus as her personal savior. She says that the words of
Christ "I came not to be served but to serve" ring in her mind
From then on she turned out to be very spiritual.

Feb 2014
Disabled Rehabilitation and Physiotherapy Centre" to extend
her support to the poor and the needy disabled. All the orphans
of all age groups are given physiotherapy treatment for three
months and then operated upon the handicapped patient so as
make him or her walk without stretchers. So far, she was
successful in getting the operations done to as many as 30
disabled persons both male and female. She has seven more
disabled persons in her rented building who are getting
physiotherapy treatment and who get operated upon within
three months of physiotherapy treatment. You may think that
she is doing all this by begging support from others. No. She has
never begged any one so far for the operation of the 30 disabled.
She says that she has decided to continue this service, because only
she knows what suffering from poverty is. Only she knows the curse
of being handicapped. Only she knows what indifference of parents
is. She might have taken the strong support of the Almighty, but
she says that she has not started the rehabilitation just with
money but with the determination in her heart.
She is not disappointed for she has no sufficient money,
proper accommodation, sufficient number of beds for patients,
required physiotherapy equipment etc. to maintain this
rehabilitation centre. She still believes the people in whom there
is divinity will definitely come forward to help her in her
endeavour.

This was also the time when she decided to get operated
upon her limp leg and approached many officials for financial
aid. At last she was successful in getting 30% of the amount from
officials and the remaining amount she managed from her well
wishers. The operation of her limp leg was successful and now
she walks undauntedly without the support of any stick.
Later she decided to leave Nellore and left for Hyderabad
all by herself and joined in BTH (Bachelor of Theology) in a
missionary college, education being sponsored by one of the
college lecturers, V.K. Rufus. The four year course was
successfully completed and she passed in second class.
With the same enthusiasm, she joined in B.Ed at
Andhra Christian Theological College located in Gandhinagar,
Hyderabad and continues it now. Ever since she left her normal
course of education, she has turned attention towards
theological studies, not to serve God but to serve human beings,
and to put precisely to serve the handicapped. She also says that
she started depending upon her "Evangelization" for her
livelihood and became a full time religious speaker. As she
turned out be a pastor, her earnings per month are in between
ten to twelve thousand. This is where she started showing her
generosity towards the crippled. She settled herself in a town
called Medchal located on the outskirts of Hyderabad. Having a
word with the doctors concerned, she started "New Life
contentmanager13@gmail.com

Now, what do you call this? You may call it yeoman
service. You may call it sacrifice. But within these two, there is a
real "adventure" of a lady whom we call a physically disabled
who ran away from disdainful parents, don't you feel so?

Composed by:
Thummuri Sharath Babu, PGT (Eng)
APSWRS/Jr. College,
ELKATHURTHY dist.
Karimnagar
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Tee hee

M. Suresh
IX class
Arikera

Teacher: Which is your native place?
Rahul: Thiruvananthapuram, madam.
Teacher: Can you spell it?
Rahul: I can but actually my native place is Goa.
Teacher: I killed a person. Convert this sentence
into Future Tense.
Student: 'U' will go to Jail.
Teacher: How old is your dad?
Student: He is as old as I am.
Teacher: How is it possible?
Student: Because he became a dad only after
I was born.
Teacher: Tell me five water animal names?
Student: Fish.
Teacher: Very Good and remaining four.
Student: Father Fish, Mother Fish, Brother Fish,
Sister Fish.
Teacher: What?
Student: They are also water animals teacher.
Teacher: Aha..?..? …?
Cock: I love you darling?
Hen : Really?
Cock: Yes, I can do anything, because of
you and your love.
Hen : So, lay one egg.
Cock: Aha..?..?...?
Painting is a thought, Never spoil it.
Face is a book, Try to read it.
Love is precious, Don't miss it.
Friendship is a mirror, Never break it.
Education is a life, Never break it up.

Teacher: Suresh, what is your father’s name?
Suresh: My father’s name is “Temple steps
water king”
Teacher: What!!!!!!!!
Suresh: Yes, teacher My father’s name is
Gudimetla Gangaraju.
K. Santhi Kumari,
IX class, Garugubilli,
Vizianagaram dist.

W. Uma, 9th Class,
A.P.S.W.R. School
Komarada, V.Z.M (Wist)
Zone - 1

bþ©dŸT: ÔÞ²\T rd¾ mý² <=+>·Ôáq+ #ûdŸTïH•eÚs
<=+>· : – <ŠjáT+ HûHû ¿£<‘kÍsY! € ÔÞ²\T nyûTˆ~.
K. Prasanna, (I-MPC)
Nelakondapally,
Khammam dist.

Gopi: Madam, Ramu beat me.
Ramu: I didn’t beat him, madam.
Gopi: It’s true madam. Ramu beat me.
Ramu: If you tell lies, Ill will beat you again.
Father : Why are you drawing pictures on the walls?
Son : Mom told that this is a drawing room.
So I am drawing pictures on the walls.

A. Sai priya
Manager: Why are you leaving your seat in this office? VI class, Dharmaram,
Worker: It’s not good to take the seat also along with me. Nizambad dist.
contentmanager13@gmail.com

Teacher: “I killed a person”. Convert this
sentence into future tense.
Suresh: The Future tense is “You will go to Jail”.
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Magic with Numbers

DO YOU KNOW THESE NUMBERS?
Ÿ Harshad Number: The numbers which are divisible by sum

YOUR RANK
Imagine one number from 1 to 9.
Multiply that imagine number by 2.
Then add 2 to multiplied number.
And again division by 2 of adding number.
Then subtract the imagine number from the divisible Rank.
What’s your Rank?
Example:
Ÿ 4
Ÿ 4X2=8
Ÿ 8+2=10
Ÿ 10/2=5
Ÿ 5-4=1.

N.Akhila,
VIII class, Komarada, Vizianagaram dist.

Know Your Day of Birth by telling Your Date of Birth
Let Your date of birth be 24.08.2013
Put A = 2013
Jan

– 31

Feb

– 28

March – 31
April

– 30

May

– 31

June

– 30

July

– 31

Aug

– 24

Total = B =236

P. Dasaraju
9th Class
APSWRSchool
DUPPALAVALASA

S = A + B+ C -D + E = 2013+236+503-20+5 = 2737
Remainder in the division Saturday

of digits in them are called Harshad Numbers.
Ex: 27,24,42………etc
24/(2+4)=4
42/(2+4)=7
Ÿ Armstrong Number: A number which is equal to the sum of
cubes of all the digits in it is called Armstrong Number.
Ex: 153, 371………etc
153= 13+53+33
371=33+7313
Ÿ Powerful Number: A number which is equal to the sum of its
own power of all the digits in it is called powerful number.
Ex: 3435= 33+44+33+55
Ÿ Nice Number: A number which has exactly four factor is
called Nice number.
Ex: 6,8, …….etc.
Factors of 6 are 1,2,3,6
Factors of 8 are 1,2,4,8
Ÿ Palindrome Number: The number which can be read same
from either ends are called Palindrome numbers.
Ex: 121,46264, 1234321……etc.
Ÿ Fibonacci Numbers: The series of numbers that every
number is sum its two consecutive predecessors are called
Fibonacci numbers
Ex: a) 0,1,1, 2,3,5,8,13,21……etc.
b) 1, 3,4,7,11,18………….
Ÿ Perfect Numbers: A number which is equal to the sum of its
proper factors is called a Perfect number.
Ex: 6, 28, 8128, 130816……..etc
Guess three digit Perfect number?
Ÿ Beast Number: A number which follows the following
conditions is called a Beast number.
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
Ÿ 2 +3 +5 +7 11 +13 +17
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
Ÿ 1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +5 +4 +3 +3 +2 +1 =666
Ÿ 1.2.3+4.5.6+7.8.9=666
3
3
3
Ÿ (6+6+6)+(6 +6 +6 )
666 is a Beast number

P.Rajya Laxmi
TGT in Mathematics
Mahaboobabad, Warangal dist.

(Sat – 0, Sun -1, Mon -2, Tue – 3, Wed -4, Thu – 5, Fri – 6)
2X9+2=20
22X9+2=200

1x8+1=9

222X9+2=2000

12X8+2=98

2222X9+2=20000

123X8+3=987

22222X9+2=200000

1234X8+4=9876

222222X9+2=2000000
2222222X9+2=20000000
22222222X9+2=200000000
222222222X9+2=2000000000

12345X8+5=98765
123456X8+6=987654

B.Yadaiah
Ist MPC
Parigi, R.R dist

1234567X8+7=9876543

Ch. Sandhya
VII class, Polasanipalli,
W.G dist.
123456789X8+9=987654321
12345678X8+8=98765432

2222222222X9+2=20000000000
contentmanager13@gmail.com
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Our
Rain bow has Seven Colours to Radiate.
Young
World has Seven Wonders to Visit.
Poets
Music has Seven Tunes to Sing.

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ But APSWR. Schools have Seven Seeds to follow.
Ÿ Parents take Children Responsibility.
Ÿ Teachers take Student's Responsibility.

G. Sravani, IX
Garugubilli,
Vizianagaram dist.

Ÿ Doctors take Patient's Responsibility.
Ÿ Police take Criminal's Responsibility.
Ÿ But my Secretary Sir takes SWAROES Responsibility.

B. Raja Sekhar,
TGT English, Addanki

Mini Shakespearean
In my views a person should have the following:
Do's and Don'ts
The most selfish
Most satisfactory
Most poisonous
Most used
Most pleasing
Fastest Spreading
Hard working
Most enviable
Most essential
Most divine

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

letter
letter
letter
letter
letter
letter
letter
letter
letter
letter

'I'
'We'
'Ego'
'Love'
'Smile'
'Rumor'
'Success'
'jealously'
'principle'
'Friend ship'

-

avoid it
use it
kill it
value it
Keep it
ignore it
G. Sneha Priya
achieve it
VIII class
distance it
Jangareddigudem,
have it
West Godavari.
maintain it.

Tongue Twisters
If you understand Say Understand
If you don’t understand Say don’t Understand.
But if you understand and Say don’t Understand
How do I understand that you understand? Understand?

Betty bought butter. But the butter was bitter.
So Betty bought better butter to made the
bitter butter better.

A. Manasa Veena
IX class, A.P.S.W.Rs/Jc (G)
Adilabad.

The Battling Spirit of Balaram
Born in a tribe as a brood of bitter poverty
To the lowly but lovely parents of great humility
From the rustic lands of thrown out ‘thanda’
How he rose slowly but steadily is a real wonder
Turning every hostile wind to a pleasant spring
Labouring his own way, to get out of the ‘illiteracy’ ring
Earning on one side and learning on the other
Bearing the brunt of bitter life as a big brother
Poem written by
Bit by bit, beating every betting barrier
T. Sharath Babu, PGT(Eng)
No stone he left unturned to become a warrior
APSWRS/Jr.College,
His name is Balaram who rose to fame
ELKATHURTHY
Winning over each one of life’s game
Karimnagar dist.
contentmanager13@gmail.com
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There were two lovers ROMEO
–JULIET. They lived in a HAMLET. As
their love was opposed by all; they
decided to run from Hamlet. They
intended to marry on the TWELFTH
NIGHT; THE TWO GENTLEMEN OF
VERONA were trusted men. They made
all the arrangements for their marriage.
They brought the wedding ring from
THE MERCHANT OF VENICE. The
wedding banquet was arranged by THE
MERRY WIVESOF WINDSOR. The two
gentlemen of Verona convinced some
people to attend the marriage by
COMDEY OF ERRORS. Among the
royal guests KING LEAR JULIUS
CAESAR, the distinguished couple
ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA and the
vacillating MACBETH were a few. Their
married life was as rosy as A MID
SUMMER'S NIGHT DREAM till the
bride began to show her true colours.
She pursued her own style of living AS
YOU LIKE IT. The bridegroom found
himself faced with THE TAMING OF
THE SHREW, There were long quarrels
between the couple over silly things
which brought THE TEMPEST in their
life. Finally, due to the good offices of
the bride's brother OTHELLO, the two
young lovers were to realize that they
were making MUCH ADO ABOUT
NOTHING. They were happily united
and ALL'S WELL THAT ENDS WELL.

www.apswreis.cgg.gov.in
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Naveen Selvatkar
X class,
Sirpur (Town)
A.P.S.W.R.E.S.
School
(Boys)

J. Ganeshwari
Jr. Bipc,
APSWR IIT-LTCD
Gowlidoddi
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J. Rajesh
VIII A/s, Roll No - (12)
A.P.S.W.R.School (Boys))
Manthali dist, Karimnagar.

contentmanager13@gmail.com
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A chat –c Z O – V

T

he APSWREIS has been divided into six zones. Each Zone is monitored by a Zonal
Officer as the representative of the organization. Most people are perplexed over
the composition of the zonal officer, and its functions. Therefore the 'SWAEROES'
introduces an active, cheerful, friendly and at the same time an imposing Z.O. of the 5th
zone, Smt. Ch. Aruna Kumari to explain to us her responsibilities and her focus.
Fundamentally she believes in 'THE STRENGTH OF THE TEAM IS EACH INDIVIDUAL
MEMBER and THE STRENGTH OF EACH MEMBER IS THE TEAM'.
Could you please tell about the constitution of Zone-V?

and their problems with me.

Zone-V covers four districts: Warangal, Adilabad, Karimnagar,
and Khammam. The Zone comprises of has 8 schools and 47
up-graded schools. Of these 36 schools are meant for girls, 18
are for boys, and 1 is Co-Education.

What measures have you taken to achieve desired result in
ensuing public examinations?

Total no. of students studying are 31389; the teachers working
are 1041; and the non-teaching staff 526 .
We also have 10 KGBV institutions in The Society's custody.
What are your major responsibilities as a zonal officer?
I see the smooth functioning of all the schools in my zone.
Inspecting the schools time-to-time; monitoring the work done
by the principals and the staff; assessing the standards of
education; guiding the teachers to improve themselves;
supervising whether all the activities initiated by the APSWREIS
are being implemented or not.
What is your leadership style? How do you interact and guide
the teachers and the principals?
As a leader, with administrative and academic experience, I
always deal the situations with a positive attitude. My frequent
visits to the schools help in motivating the staff to love their
job, inculcating team spirit among the teachers with
collaborative practices. Teachers feel free to share their ideas

contentmanager13@gmail.com

Time-to-time review meetings have been conducted to analyze
the performance of the students with special focus on future
achievers in internal examinations. Group discussions are
encouraged. Daily revision tests have been conducted in all the
institutions. In addition to it, a workshop "Success Manthra " is
conducted in Kakathiya University on 7-2-14 to bring all the
PGTs and JLs of the Zone –V to a common platform to share the
tips for the future achievers to get minimum pass marks.
Prof. Venkatrathnam garu, V.C of Kakathiya University in his
address, motivated the teachers to strive hard to achieve the
desired results.
What Curricular, Co-curricular and Extra-Curricular activities
have been organized in your zone this academic year?
2013-14 is very special in several aspects. Many novel
activities have been taken up to empower the students thereby
preparing them to face the future challenges.
Ÿ District level Trainers of Trainees, In-service teacher

training programmes were conducted to improve the
English language skills and to bring awareness on
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Ÿ To improve the teaching abilities and to shed stage fear,

the principals, who have extended their co-operation in
implementing my time-to-time instructions. I thank all of them.
Winning the prestigious roll shield has boosted our confidence
and it has doubled our responsibility to work hard to retain it in
future. A meeting is arranged in Madikonda to felicitate the
winners and it's amazing to know that the students had so
involved in their roles that they want to become leaders in
future and I think the purpose of conducting youth parliament
competitions is served. They have learnt not only procedures
but also leadership qualities like team spirit, co-operation, etc.,
I feel proud to say that our students won cash awards worth
nearly Rs.70,000.

Zonal level Super student competitions were conducted in
Madikonda on 25-11-13.

What are the most significant strengths and weaknesses
observed in Zone-V?

Ÿ To inculcate sporting spirit among the students, Zonal Sports

Experienced, hardworking, and academically excellent
teachers in some schools are the asset to Z-V. Many of the
schools have the required infrastructure.

Ÿ Educational Fortnight was observed in all schools from

23-6-13 to 07-07-13.
Ÿ District

level and Zonal level Youth Parliament
competitions were conducted to improve the leadership
skills among the students.

Ÿ Zonal

Level IGNITE'13 literary competitions were
conducted in Thorrur.

Ÿ Why-How Science Fair 2013 was held in Madikonda to

develop scientific temper among the students.

Meet was conducted from 4-10-13 to 7-10-13, for girls at
Chinthakunta, and for boys at Narsampet.
Ÿ Zonal Women Alumni Meet was conducted at Dr. B.R.

Ambedkar Bhavan on 25-1-13 and to educate parents in
parenting and to make them know about various
opportunities, Parents First- Thalli Thandrulu Kanipinche
Dyvalu is conducted in all the four districts.
Ÿ To empower the teachers with new teaching techniques,

Reading–Wise Teacher training programmes conducted in
three phase.
Ÿ Displays by the students in the parade ground on

Independence Day at their respective districts.
Ÿ Zonal chess meet is conducted in Marripeda, Warangal.

Share your feelings on winning the 'Rolling Shield' in
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar Youth Parliament Competitions?
It's the happiest moment. I felt very happy to receive the rolling
shield. Our success

Shortage of staff, furniture, and inadequate water supply to
some schools are the needs of the zone.
What would you like to convey to the students, teachers and
the principals?
With talent we win games and with teamwork we win
championships. I strongly believe in 'Be good and Do good'. It
creates a pleasant working environment and paves way for great
success. I wish them all the best.
How do you foresee the future of the Zone?
The APSWREIS is trying to empower the students in all walks of
life to transform their lives. Constant vigilance, inspiration, and
learning is taking place. With the introduction of English as the
medium of instruction, the future is certainly going to be far better
than the past. The students have golden opportunities ahead.
- Dr. K.F. Reddy

lies in the collective efforts of the students, guide teachers and
contentmanager13@gmail.com
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ART WITHIN
Aravind

Jyothi Swaroop

K. Vinitha

Ch. Kavya

Education
Dispels
Darkness

where there's a
will there's
a way

contentmanager13@gmail.com
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Secretary speaks
Dear loving Swaeroes,
I do wholeheartedly admire the hardwork that you and your teachers
devote for a historic purpose. You've proved to the world that you're
no more 'crippled but competent' in every aspect. You've displayed
this fact quite earnestly by pitching the Swaeroes flag on 'Mt. Renock'
at a tender age, and by the spectacular 'Super Students' performance
on Mana TV!
The way the media kept showering its eulogy and accolades over your
accomplishments astounded and stupefied one and all this year!
Whatever it is, the academic year 2013-14 comes to an end with
indelible impressions and sweet memories.
But what bothers me is the latter part of your life as you move into the
competitive and challenging world, away from the cares and concerns
of APSWREIS. The outside world is quite tough. It allures and
bewitches you with evils that dazzle but destroy one's life. I
sometimes reflect over my own bygone young days and regret for its
futility. My only prayer now is that you don't spend your vacation in
such vain.
I want you to realize the worth and utility of learning 'English' and
'Computers'. Devote your free time to enhance these skills and they'll
transform your lives.
I also want you to remember the three major promises that you made
to me – not to marry until you're settled; reading of English books
instead of watching TV serials; and, to abjure those meaningless
superstitions which make our people paupers.
Don't forget to pray for the success of Mt. Everest adventure that our
two Swaeroes are preparing to attempt to conquer in the month
of May. They'll pitch our APSWREI Society's flag over the highest peak
of Himalayas and thereby propagate its glory and grandeur to the
entire world. They'll also hoist the portraits of Dr. B R Ambedkar and
S R Shankaran there in the cosmos to mark our bravery and stunning
abilities.
Every minute that you have spent in SWR schools should spot you as a
civilized human being, and also as a sincere SWAERO. Live in such
a way that you ennoble your neighbours. Be a part of 'Swaeroes
Network' and render your service to the community. Don't be scared
of those rich and stylish scholars that you encounter at your higher
studies. Remember our 9th commandment.
It'll enrich our culture and pave better way for the posterity.
Believe that it is your success that will brighten your family and make
your parents proud.
I wish to see Swaeroes' role in the world's great deeds! That's how
I want to meet you again.
Go SWAEROES … Go Cosmos … Heroes !
Dr. R. S. Praveen Swaero, IPS
Secretary, APSWREIS

SWAEROES.. THE HEROES.
life is beautiful

Dr. Ashok

Dr. Rajeshwar

MBBS MD Genaral Physition,
Uppalwai, Nizamabad dist., Ph: 9441395868
LK Hospital, Mahalakshmi colony, Armoor Nizamabad dist.

Doctor--senior Resident In Vasavi Hospital-Khirathabad
Uppalwai, Nizamabad dist.Ph: 9959955440 &1
Po – Surbiryalmo -Armoor, dt -Nizamabad

Rama Krishna Regulagadda, M.C.A, (Ph.D)
Asst.professor, V.r.siddhartha Engineering College,
Vijayawada, Atcham Pet, Guntur Dist.
Ph: 9963667453, E-mail: Regulagadda@gmail.com

Bhaskar Jamgam, B.Tech, M.Tech

Dr.S.Jayalaxmi, Medical Officer, GHD Galavelli PHC, Etcherla, Srikakulam dist. Ph: 9440339938, Sri Krupa Homeo Clinic,
Srikakulam Road, Rajam. Pin 532127

Toll free no. 1800-425-45678

print@vamsi.com, 040-23311858, 23307743

Senior Manager, HAL, Bangolore,
Ph: 9035697468, E-mail: bhaskara_hal@yahoo.co.in

